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ContiniArtUK is pleased to announce the long-awaited UK sculptures and original 
prints exhibition by iconic American artist Robert Indiana. Don’t Lose HOPE will be 
the first Indiana exhibition in the United Kingdom for over a decade and will 
include previously unseen works. 
 
The unique exhibition of sculptures and prints marks a long anticipated celebration 
of Robert Indiana’s artworks by British and Continental European collectors. 
The exhibition affords exclusive and primary access to the seminal Pop artist’s 
extraordinary work and includes a series of ‘HOPE’ sculptures that ContiniArtUK 
has directly commissioned from the 86 year old artist. 

 
ContiniArtUK will also exhibit a series of original silkscreen prints, unique pieces 
and drawings including Hope for Life, EAT, Crimson Gold EAT II, Metal HOPE, Book 
of Love, ART, HE, SHE, PROTOTYPE FOR HOPE, LOVE, Three Fabricated Letters 
Glass LOVE, the complete Alphabet series, WOMAN ON A BUS and HIGH YALLER. 



As in the ‘HOPE’ sculpture series, the application of ‘iconic words’ moves far 
beyond the ‘unabashedly optimistic’ and affirmative. These works address the 
most fundamental issues humanity faces: Love, Death, Sin and Forgiveness. The 
importance of the ‘HOPE’ sculptures lies within its suggestion of light and the 
illumination of a path to a better world. The “O” in HOPE leans forward, 
‘propelling us to look forward to the promise of a better, more peaceful future’. 
The 2008 reveal of the first ‘HOPE’ sculpture (created for Barack Obama’s 
presidential campaign), and the 2013 retrospective Beyond Love at the Whitney 
Museum of American Art saw Indiana’s Hard-Edge Pop art enjoy renewed critical 
acclaim, excitement and interest from collectors internationally. 

 
As part of the celebrations to mark the opening of Don’t Lose HOPE, 
ContiniArtUK will collaborate with the global cultural and multimedia 
organisation Liberatum, who will present a fascinating programme of 
discussion and debate about the influence of Pop art on contemporary 
culture, featuring a panel of prominent figures from the worlds of art, film, 
music, theatre, media, literature and fashion. 

 
This special event will be filmed and available to stream via the ContiniArtUK 
and Liberatum websites. www.liberatum.org.uk, www.continiartuk.com 

 

Thanks to a unique digital tool designed and managed by Rhubbit srl. 
ContiniArtUK will also offer visitors the chance to experience 3D augmented 
reality – several beacons will be installed around the exhibition space helping  

the visitor to better understand the different steps of   Indiana’s   creative 
journey. This new technology aims to provide in-depth information on the artist 
and forms an educational element of the exhibition. With the help of their 
smart devices visitors will have access to background information about selected 
works of art and also an explanatory Pop art movement history timeline. This 
technology will also enable visitors to immerse themselves in a multimedia 
environment that celebrates the history of the movement, the social influence, 
and Indiana’s artistic practice. 

 
Indiana first emerged on the Pop art wave that engulfed the art world during the 
early 1960s. Alongside Andy Warhol he became a figurehead of the movement, 
achieving unprecedented recognition with his iconic ‘LOVE’ sculpture series. The 
creation was to become a centrepiece of his artistic life and took on many forms, 
including the coloured and cubed iconic shape that still adorns many public and 
private spaces all around the world, from Taipei to Wichita. 

 
Don’t Lose HOPE, the exclusive exhibition of sculptures and prints with works 
that originate directly from Robert Indiana’s studio, will run from 13 October 
to 31 January 2016 at ContiniArtUK. 

 

 
Gallery Information: 

ContiniArtUK 
105 New Bond Street 
London W1S 1DN 
Tel: + 44(0) 207 495 5101 
Opening hours: Mon – Sat 10.30am – 6.30pm, Sunday midday – 5pm 
www.continiartuk.com  
Instagram @continiartuk 

http://www.liberatum.org.uk/
http://www.continiartuk.com/
http://www.continiartuk.com/


Press Information: Lisa Baker Associates Ltd 
Tel: +44 (0)203 286 2820 
Lisa Baker lisa@lisabakerltd.com 
Mobile + 44 (0) 7768 310038 
Priscilla Granozio priscilla@lisabakerltd.com 

Mobile + 44 (0)7809 601 635 

 
NOTES to EDITORS: 

 
About the Artist 

 
A self proclaimed “American 
painter of signs,” Indiana has 
created a highly original body 
of work that explores American 
identity, personal history and 
the power of abstraction and 
language, establishing an 
important legacy that 
resonates in the work of many 
contemporary artists who 
make the written word a 
central element of their oeuvre. 

 
Robert Indiana was born 
Robert Clark in New Castle, 
Indiana on September 13, 
1928. Adopted as an infant, he 
spent    his    childhood moving 
frequently throughout his namesake state. His artistic talent was evident at an 
early age, and its recognition by a first grade teacher encouraged his decision to 
become an artist. In 1942 Indiana moved to Indianapolis in order to attend 
Arsenal Technical High School, known for its strong arts curriculum. After 
graduating he spent three years in the U.S. Air Force and then studied at the Art 
Institute of Chicago, the Skowhegan School of Sculpture and Painting in Maine, 
and the Edinburgh College of Art in Scotland. After 1956, Robert Indiana joined a 
community of artists that would come to include Ellsworth Kelly, Agnes Martin, 
James Rosenquist and Jack Youngerman. 

 
Indiana quickly gained repute as one of the most creative artists of his 
generation, and was featured in influential New York shows such as New Forms – 
New Media at the Martha Jackson Gallery (1960), Art of Assemblage at the 
Museum of Modern Art (1961), and The New Realists at the Sidney Janis Gallery 
(1962).  In  1961, the  Museum  of  Modern  Art  acquired  The  American  Dream, 
I (1961), the first in a series of paintings exploring the illusory American Dream, 
establishing Indiana as one of the most significant members of the new 
generation of Pop artists who were eclipsing the prominent painters of the New 
York School. 
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Although acknowledged as a leader of Pop, Indiana distinguished himself from 
his Pop peers by addressing important social and political issues and 
incorporating profound historical and literary references into his works. 

 
As a leading figure in the Pop Art 
movement, Indiana and his fellow artists 
rebelled against Abstract Expressionist 
art, which dominated the American art 
world and focused chiefly on the creation 
of nonrepresentational paintings, 
underlining their disdain for recognisable 
images. Pop artists, contrastingly, chose 
realist subjects and themes as well as 
visual styles from popular culture and 
mass-produced commodities. 
 
However, Indiana, unlike Warhol, shied 
away from   the   personality   cults   and    
attention 

dedicated to the rebellious artistic movement he quickly became ascribed to. The 
shapes, numbers and colours Indiana applies to his art express a more profound 
meaning than the mere representations they initially suggest to be. This 
ambiguity seemed often lost to the public, and in recent interviews the artist has 
laid emphasis on each symbol’s relevance to inherently personal events in his life 
as well as the people who have played a part in it. For instance, the word ‘love’ 
relates to his early education at a Christian Science Church, where the only 
decoration was a wall inscription, which read ‘God is Love’. 

 
In 2008, Robert Indiana created an image similar to LOVE (letters stacked two to 
a line, the letter “O” tilted on its side), but this time showcasing the word “HOPE” 
and donated all proceeds from the image to the Democratic National Committee 
for Barack Obama’s presidential campaign. A stainless steel sculpture of HOPE 
was unveiled outside Denver’s Pepsi Center during the 2008 Democratic 
National Convention and has since been installed in Times Square in New York, 
in front of the John Hancock building in Chicago, Illinois; and as part of several 
museum exhibitions. Since that time, Robert Indiana has realized his personal 
dream of creating “International HOPE Day”. 

 
Full list of works on display: 

 
Silkscreen prints: Hope for Life, EAT, Crimson Gold EAT II, STAR of HOPE 
(Gold/Silver/Red, Red/Blue/Silver, Red/White/Gold/Purple series) Metal HOPE 
(Gold/Red, Silver/Blue, Red/Blue series), Book of Love (Red/Blue/Green, 
Gold/Red/Blue, Purple/Red series), ART (Red/Blue/Rainbow) ALPHABET WALL 
(Silver on Blue, Gold on Red series) SHE (Bl/G/R/Pink), HE (lt. Blue/Bl/R/G), 
Unique pieces: PROTOTYPE FOR HOPE (original wood prototype for the HOPE 
sculpture), LOVE (Cast resin), Study for Indiana Alphabet (Mixed media on canvas), 
Three Fabricated Letters (Aluminium and paint) Glass LOVE (Etched glass), the 
complete Alphabet series (Rainbow Roll on canvas). Drawings: WOMAN ON A BUS 
and HIGH YALLER (Colour Pigment on Paper) which were shown as part of the 
artist’s retrospective at the Whitney Museum in 2013. 



About ContiniArtUK: 

Opened in May 2014, ContiniArtUK is a five thousand square foot gallery space 
set over two floors in the heart of Mayfair, Central London. The gallery, on New 
Bond Street, exhibits both contemporary and modern art. Don’t Lose HOPE will 
be shown alongside a permanent collection of works from artists represented by 
ContiniArtUK. Artists include Mario Arlati, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Fernando 
Botero, Teresa Emanuele, Enzo Fiore, Ferrucio Gard, Morgana Ghini, Enrico 
Ghinato, Gianfranco Gorgoni, Omar Hassan, Igor Mitoraj, Julio Larraz, Gavin Rain, 
Paul Rousso, Taline Temizian, Sophia Vari, Paolo Vegas, Giuseppe Veneziano and 
Helidon Xhixha. 

 
 

About Liberatum: 
 

Founded by Pablo Ganguli in 2001, Liberatum is a global multimedia and cultural 
brand. Liberatum’s highlights in the last thirteen years include the creation of 
incredible multidisciplinary cultural festivals and summits around the world in 
cities including Hong Kong, Istanbul, Moscow and Berlin with diverse talents 
ranging from Pharrell Williams to Tilda Swinton, Wole Soyinka to Carmen 
Dell'Orefice and Kirsten Dunst, presenting James Franco's Rebel exhibition in 
Venice, holding museum management workshops with V&A Museum in Papua 
New Guinea and Fiji, staging inspiring cultural programming during Istanbul's 
year as the European Capital of Culture with participants such as Nobel Laureate 
Sir VS Naipaul and Gore Vidal, collaborating with Valery Gergiev and Thomas 
Ades on opera and orchestra performances in Saint Petersburg at the Mariinsky, 
promoting arts and literature in New Delhi and Mumbai with participants such 
as Goldie Hawn and Clare Short, collaborating with Twitter, Francis Ford 
Coppola, Larry Clark and Paul Haggis on 2014 global programmes for South Asia 
and USA, and most recently creating short films on transformation and creativity 
featuring creative minds from various disciplines such as David Hockney, Lee 
Daniels, Paul Schrader, Inez and Vinoodh, Jonas Mekas, Susan Sarandon, Ed 
Ruscha, Dita Von Teese, Joan Smalls, Frank Gehry and Tracey Emin. 
www.liberatum.org  
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